
Amor Cronico became available on VOD on 11/4. You can also purchase the film directly
from its website.

Viewers can expect nothing less than Cuckoo characters, colorful scenery and farcical
situations in Cuban-born, New York-based singer CuCu Diamantes’ love letter to her home
country, Amor Cronico.

This quasi-documentary, which had its world premiere at SXSW 2012 and is produced by
Austinite Sarah Green (The Tree of Life), follows Grammy-nominated Diamantes and
company on her Cuban tour. But the tour’s about more than just carting around a giant high
heel staircase that’s used as a stage prop – it’s about Diamantes returning to her roots and
discovering her true identity.

Diamantes catwalks across Cuba to the beat of her own Latin Fusion drum. Amor Cronico
fuses live performances with black-and-white, silent film era montages and a fictional
romance to bind the patchwork stories of Cuba together, and this quilt fits snugly around
Diamantes’ shoulders.

Like the title suggests (“Amor Cronico” means chronic love in English), Diamantes just can’t
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Jordan is an English / Mass Communication senior at Texas State University. She
completed an internship with the Austin Film Society a few years back, which
renewed her interest in screenplay writing and sparked a new interest in marketing
for non-profit organizations. If she's not writing or sitting outside of her favorite
local coffee shop drinking a Shyster, you can catch her watching episodes of her
favorite television series, "Battlestar Galactica," online. Twitter: @jgasspoore

shake Cuba, a country that she sometimes sees only through curls of smoke, a shadowy gaze
from the stage or out sunlit windows. The gold ring she wears in the beginning of the movie
that reads “love” foreshadows her tour experiences; although the road is sometimes bumpy,
and the times, environment and people in Cuba have changed (including Diamantes) she still
loves her home country.

Amor Cronico is a comedic road movie with a heart of gold.

THE ARCHIVIST XXVIII: Halloween
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CARTEL LAND: An Honest, Horrific
Documentary Snapshot of Mexico
1 comment • 2 months ago

Brandy Baron — Great movie... a must see
for anyone who wants to see the truth about
what is going on on both sides of our …

#ATX GIVEAWAY: Choose To Accept 2
Free Passes To The MISSION: …
7 comments • 2 months ago

Ed Travis — Jon: Congrats! You've been
randomly selected as the winner for these 2
passes. I'll need a confirmation that you …

TRUE DETECTIVE Recap: Let it Burn
2 comments • 2 months ago

Michael Collins — Great review! It's the
first one I've read with some novel
information (I'm fishing for predictions on …

The Melancholy Hilarity (and Hilarious
Melancholy) of BOJACK HORSEMAN
1 comment • 2 months ago

elizs — *slow clap*
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